Attosecond-scale absorption at extreme intensities
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A novel non-ponderomotive absorption mechanism, originally presented by Baeva et al. [Phys. Plasmas 18, 056702 (2011)] in one dimension, is extended into higher dimensions for the first time. This absorption mechanism, the Zero Vector Potential (ZVP), is expected to dominate the interactions of ultra-intense laser pulses with critically over-dense plasmas such as those that are expected with the Extreme Light Infrastructure laser systems. It is shown that the mathematical form of the ZVP mechanism and its key scaling relations found by Baeva et al. in 1D are identically reproduced in higher dimensions. The two dimensional particle-in-cell simulations are then used to validate both the qualitative and quantitative predictions of the theory.

The completion and commissioning in the near future of multi-PW laser systems (particularly those in the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Romania via the Extreme Light Infrastructure project1 and the Apollon laser in France2) will soon allow a wealth of new physics to be studied for the first time. New physics at the intensity frontier includes the onset of pair production via non-linear QED processes;3 multi-GeV acceleration of electron bunches in laser wakefield accelerators;4 ion beam characterisation via radiation pressure acceleration,5 channel formation, and hole-boring,6,7 and coherent harmonic generation and focusing,8 among many others.

All of these topics benefit from a fundamental understanding of the energy absorption processes that occur under extreme intensities. In this paper, we build on the work of Baeva et al.,9 extending the theory of the Zero Vector Potential (ZVP) absorption mechanism from one to three dimensions for the first time. The interaction is shown to be an essentially planar effect via the analytic theory with the principal dynamics of the interaction confined to the plane formed by the directions of polarisation and propagation of the laser pulse’s vector potential. This is followed by a numerical validation of the theory to be conducted using the two dimensional (2D) particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations.

The results from the simulations are then presented, extending the results of Baeva et al.’s one dimensional (1D) numerical work. We show that, as in the 1D case, the electrons absorb the laser energy and form high momentum bunches that co-propagate with zeroes in the vector potential of the laser pulse that are penetrating the skin layer of the plasma, where the vector potential is taken in the Lorenz gauge and can therefore be defined as

$$\vec{A}(\vec{r}, t) = \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi} \int \frac{\vec{j}(\vec{r'}, t')}{|\vec{r} - \vec{r'}|} d^3\vec{r'},$$ (1)

where $t' = t - |\vec{r} - \vec{r'}|/c$ is the “retarded time” of the system caused by the finite speed of transmission of light. It is also found that due to the coherent nature of the interaction, the ZVP mechanism increases the efficiency of High Harmonic Generation (HHG). In this way, the ZVP mechanism allows the understanding of HHG to move away from approximations11 and towards a more complete description of the intense laser-plasma interactions.

The short duration—on the scale of attoseconds—of these electron bunches and the subsequently generated coherent x-rays opens up new avenues for diagnostics and the exploration of fundamental science. Attosecond pulses are of great import to many areas such as the temporally resolved measurements of chemical bonds, bio-information, diagnosis of microchip transistors, resolving the details of molecular destruction in destructive scattering experiments,12–14 and most recently probing the water window.15

The outline of the paper is as follows: in Sec. II, we describe the conditions necessary for the ZVP mechanism to contribute significantly to absorption. We then explain the mechanics of the process via the reconstruction of the electron skin layer in Sec. III. The manner in which the electron energy scales with the initial conditions of the system is given an exposition in Sec. IV. Finally, these scaling relations, as well as the quantitative predictions of Sec. III are tested using 2D PIC simulations, the results of which are presented in Sec. V. Future applications that will benefit from this new understanding, such as coherent attosecond X-ray harmonic generation and focusing, concludes the paper.

II. ZERO VECTOR POTENTIAL REGIME

A variety of theories are used to describe the absorption of laser energy by a plasma across a range of regimes.16 The examples include the ponderomotive mechanism,17 Brunei heating,18 harmonic and anharmonic resonant absorption,19,20
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and vacuum heating. However, in the limit of ultra-intense laser pulses and critically over-dense plasmas, non-ponderomotive mechanisms such as the ZVP mechanism could begin to contribute significantly to absorption. This regime, which is expected to be easily accessible and scanned by the Extreme Light Infrastructure characterised by the two dimensionless parameters $a_0$ and $S$ being greater than unity. $a_0$ is the normalised vector potential $^{11}$ given by

$$ a_0 = \frac{eA}{mc} \text{,} $$

where $A$ is the vector potential of the laser pulse. $S$ is the relativistic similarity parameter $^{22}$ given by

$$ S = \frac{n_e}{a_0 n_i} \text{,} $$

where $n_e$ is the number density of the electrons in the plasma and $n_i$ is the critical density $^{23}$ above which a material is opaque to light of angular frequency $\omega_0$.

$$ n_e = \frac{m_e \omega_0}{e^2} \text{.} $$

In this regime, Baeva et al. showed that the electron plasma frequency, $\omega_p = \sqrt{n_e e^2/m_e e_0}$, is so high that the electrons are able to respond adiabatically to the ponderomotive $\vec{j} \times \vec{B}$-force, which oscillates at a frequency $2\omega_0$. The effect of this is to displace the electrons in the skin layer of the plasma from the ion background leaving behind a positive space charge. The electrons then find themselves confined within a potential well that has been set up by a balance of propagation and polarisation. What follows now is an extension of the theoretical work presented by Baeva et al. to displace the electrons in the skin layer of the plasma from the ion background leaving behind a positive space charge. The electrons then find themselves confined within a potential well that has been set up by a balance between the ponderomotive pressure and the electrostatic Coulomb force. What follows now is an extension of the theoretical work presented by Baeva et al. to three dimensions, including the case of oblique incidence and a subsequent extension of the numerical work using 2D PIC simulations.

### III. ABSORPTION VIA RECONSTRUCTION OF THE SKIN LAYER

To grasp the workings of the ZVP absorption mechanism, it is necessary to investigate the nature of the potential well mentioned at the end of Sec. II. An electron inside this potential well can be described by the Hamiltonian

$$ \mathcal{H} = c \sqrt{\vec{p}^2 + m_e^2c^2} + \Phi \text{,} $$

where the first term in the Hamiltonian is a simple extraction of the energy from the invariant of the relativistic 4-momentum $(P^\mu = (E/c, \vec{p}))$, $P^\mu \cdot P_\mu = m_e^2 c^2$ in the Minkowski metric. $\Phi$ is a spatial electrostatic potential energy contribution from the fields in the plasma, and so is zero outside of the plasma. What follows in this section is a step by step path through the equations governing the ZVP mechanism resulting in Eqs. (8) and (14): the two key results of Baeva et al. but this time in the more general case of a 3D system.

By conserving momentum along the direction of the polarisation of the vector potential, it is easily determined that $\vec{P}_{pol} = e\vec{A}$. Therefore, the Hamiltonian in Eq. (5) can be modified to

$$ \mathcal{H} = c \left[ P_{prop}^2 + P_{pol}^2 + e^2 A^2 + m_e^2 c^2 \right]^{1/2} + \Phi \text{,} $$

where $P_{prop}$ is the electron momentum in the direction of the propagation of the laser pulse, and $P_{pol}$ is the electron momentum in the direction mutually perpendicular with the directions of propagation and polarisation.

Equation (6) shows that should the vector potential pass through zero then the potential well will be disrupted and the adiabatic state of the electrons will be broken. To proceed further with this hypothesis, consider the case of a Gaussian pulse incident upon a plasma expanding in the negative $\hat{y}$-direction at a speed $u$. The direction of propagation of the pulse can, without loss of generality, be confined to the $x$-$y$ plane at a general angle, $\theta$, to the $y$-axis and a general angle of polarisation, $\varphi$, to the $x$-$y$ plane. Such a scenario is displayed in Fig. 1. In the rest frame of the expanding plasma (hereafter referred to simply as “the rest frame” and denoted as the primed frame in the following notation), the vector potential of a Gaussian laser pulse can be described as

$$ \vec{A}(r,l,t) = A_0 \frac{w_0}{w(l)} \exp \left[ -\left( \frac{r^2}{w(l)^2} + \frac{l^2}{\tau^2} \right) \right] \times \cos \left[ \omega t - k \left( l + \frac{r^2}{2R(l)} \right) + \psi(l) \right] \text{,} $$

where $l$ is the distance along the axis of propagation from focus, $r$ is the perpendicular distance from said axis, $\vec{P} = (\cos \varphi \cos \theta, \cos \varphi \sin \theta, \sin \varphi)$ is the unit vector in the direction of the polarisation of the laser pulse, $w_0$ is the beam waist of the pulse at focus, $w(l) = \sqrt{1 + (l/z_R)^2}$ is the beam waist of the pulse away from focus, $\tau$ is the duration of the pulse, $R(l) = l[1 + (z_l/R)^2]$ is the radius of curvature of the beam, $\psi(l) = \arctan(l/z_R)$ is the Gouy phase of the pulse, and $z_R = kw_0^2/2$ is the Rayleigh range of the pulse.

**FIG. 1.** A simple schematic displaying the scenario under consideration for the ZVP mechanism. A laser pulse is obliquely incident upon a plasma expanding with a typical speed, $u$. 
Within the geometry shown in Fig. 1, the distances \( r \) and \( l \) can be expressed as \( r^2 = (x' \cos \theta + y' \sin \theta)^2 + z'^2 \) and \( l^2 = x'^2 + y'^2 - r^2 \), respectively. A simple Doppler shift into the laboratory frame, expressed by \( x' = x, \, z' = z, \) and \( y' = y + ut \) yields the functional form of the vector potential in the laboratory frame

\[
\vec{A}(x, y, z, t) = \vec{S}(x, y, z, t) \cos [f(x, y, z, t)], \tag{8}
\]

where \( \vec{S}(x, y, z, t) \) contains all of the information about the polarisation, magnitude, and exponential decay inside the skin layer of the pulse.

The function \( f(x, y, z, t) \) in Eq. (8), can be written as

\[
f(x, y, z, t) = \cot k \left[ l + \frac{r^2}{2l(1 + z^2/l^2)} \right] \arctan(l/z), \tag{9}
\]

where

\[
l^2 = x^2 \sin^2 \theta + (y + ut)^2 \cos^2 \theta + x(y + ut) \sin 2\theta - z^2, \tag{10}
\]

and

\[
r^2 = [x \cos \theta + (y + ut) \sin \theta]^2 + z^2. \tag{11}
\]

Substituting Eqs. (10) and (11) into Eq. (9) and subsequently into Eq. (8), it becomes clear that it becomes possible for zeroes in the vector potential to propagate through the plasma for a short distance independent of the angle of polarisation.

Having established that there are zeroes in the vector potential propagating through the plasma, it is now prudent to discuss the behaviour of the electrons during the \( \vec{A} = 0 \) phase. By writing out the relativistic invariant of the momentum four-vector, one can obtain an expression for the Lorentz gamma factor of the fast electrons

\[
\gamma^2 = 1 + \left( \frac{pj}{mc} \right)^2. \tag{12}
\]

By applying the conservation of momentum to obtain \( p_{\text{pol}} = a_0 mc \), and by assuming that the majority of the momentum from the laser pulse goes into the direction of propagation such that \( p_{\text{prop}} \gg p_{\perp} \), it is possible to obtain an expression for the speed of the electrons

\[
v = \sqrt{\frac{a_0^2 + (p_{\text{prop}}/mc)^2}{1 + a_0^2 + (p_{\text{prop}}/mc)^2}} c. \tag{13}
\]

In the \( \vec{A} = 0 \) phase, Eq. (13) becomes

\[
v_{\text{prop}} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + (mc/p_{\text{prop}})^2}} c. \tag{14}
\]

As the vector potential passes through zero, the electrons in the plasma reach up to the speed given in Eq. (14) and cross the region of positive space charge mentioned in Sec. II. This, in effect, is analogous to the electrons crossing a pseudo-capacitor system and gaining energy. These bunches are eventually launched back into the plasma with high momenta when the laser pulse reaches the peak amplitude again. The coherent and relativistic nature of the motion of these bunches led Baeva et al. to posit that there is an intrinsic link between the fast electrons created by the ZVP mechanism and the coherent x-rays seen in the high-order harmonic generation (HHG). These coherent x-rays are characterised by their scaling of intensity with the harmonic order, \( q \), which is predicted by theory,\(^{11, 26}\) and has been validated by experiments to be\(^{27, 28}\)

\[
I(\omega_q) \sim \left( \frac{\omega_q}{\omega_0} \right)^{-8/3} \equiv q^{-8/3}, \tag{15}
\]

where \( \omega_0 \) is the fundamental frequency of the incident pulse and \( \omega_q = q\omega_0 \) is the frequency of the \( q \)th harmonic.

Thus, the two key signatures of the ZVP mechanism are coherent fast electron bunches co-propagating with zeroes in the vector potential, and an increased efficiency in HHG when zeroes in the vector potential are present.

**IV. SCALING RELATIONS**

In order to characterise the ZVP absorption mechanism and confirm the validity of the theory, it is necessary to consider how varying the parameters at play will impact upon the degree of absorption. The simplest, and the most intuitive, checks to make are how the kinetic energy of a single electron acted upon by this mechanism, and subsequently the electron fluid, scales with the initial conditions of the system. Note that this model does not apply to the bulk body of the electrons in the plasma but only to the fraction of the electrons that co-propagates with the zeroes in the vector potential.

If you consider displacing an electron fluid by a small vector \( \Delta \vec{r} \), then a space charge of ions, \( Q \), is left behind, given by

\[
Q = en_s |\Delta \vec{r}| \sigma, \tag{16}
\]

where \( n_s \) is the electron fluid number density, and \( \sigma \) is the cross-section that describes the space swept out by the electron fluid as it is displaced by \( \Delta \vec{r} \).

During the adiabatic phase of the ZVP mechanism, the electrostatic force caused by the setup of this space charge, \( Q \), is exactly compensated by the radiation pressure being exerted on the electrons by the laser pulse

\[
P_E = P_L, \tag{17}
\]

where \( P_E \) is the pressure due to the electrostatic force from the space charge, and \( P_L \) is the radiation pressure from the laser pulse. \( P_L \) is given by

\[
P_L = \frac{1}{2} \epsilon_0 E_{L}^2 = \frac{\epsilon_0 (a_0 \omega_0 m_e c/\epsilon)^2}{2}, \tag{18}
\]

where \( E_L \) is the electric field of the laser pulse, and \( a_0 \) is the normalised intensity of the pulse, and \( \omega_0 \) is the frequency of the pulse.

The pressure arising due to the space charge is given by

\[
P_E = |Q E_L|/\sigma, \tag{19}
\]
where $\vec{E}$ is given by Gauss’ law

$$\int \int \vec{E} \cdot d\sigma = \frac{Q}{\varepsilon_0}. \quad (20)$$

This leads to an expression for the electrostatic pressure

$$P_E = (en_e|\Delta \vec{r}|)^2/\varepsilon_0. \quad (21)$$

By substituting Eqs. (4), (18), and (21) into Eq. (17); an expression for $\Delta \vec{r}$ can be obtained

$$|\Delta \vec{r}| = \sqrt{\frac{2}{\varepsilon_0} a_0 n_e} \lambda = \frac{\sqrt{2}}{4\pi} \frac{\lambda}{S}. \quad (22)$$

From Eq. (22), it is easy to calculate the kinetic energy gain, $T$, of a single electron that crosses the pseudo-capacitor of the electric field $\vec{E} = en_e \Delta \vec{r}/\varepsilon_0$, and therefore, the total kinetic energy of the electron fluid, $U$

$$T = \varepsilon \vec{E} \cdot \Delta \vec{r} \propto \frac{a_0^3}{n_e \lambda^2}; \quad (23)$$

$$U = n_e a_0|\Delta \vec{r}|T \propto \frac{a_0^3}{n_e \lambda^3}. \quad (24)$$

These scaling relations agree in form precisely with the previous one dimensional work done by Baeva et al.\textsuperscript{9} They are easily reduced into two dimensions with an identical power law dependence on $a_0$, $n_e$, and $\lambda$ recovered by using the two dimensional equivalents of Eq. (21)

$$P_{E}^{2D} = |Q\vec{E}_S|/L \quad (25)$$

(where $L$ is the length of the boundary which the force lines cross, and $L$ is the unit vector perpendicular to said boundary) and Eq. (20)

$$\int L \vec{E}_S \cdot dL = \frac{Q}{\varepsilon_0^{2D}}, \quad (26)$$

where $\varepsilon_0^{2D}$ is the permittivity of free space with units adjusted to be consistent with a two-dimensional system. This indicates that even with the 2D PIC simulations, it should be possible to extract the correct scaling relations from the results.

V. PARTICLE-IN-CELL SIMULATIONS

Numerical simulations investigating the ZVP mechanism should be able to reproduce the core facets of the theory. These include the existence of zeroes in the vector potential moving through the plasma, fast electron bunches co-propagating with said zeroes, energy scalings obeying Eqs. (23) and (24), and a significant contribution from the ZVP mechanism to the intensity of coherent x-rays produced during the laser-plasma interaction. Such simulations were successfully conducted in one dimension by Baeva et al.\textsuperscript{9} However, at higher dimensions, a number of instabilities, such as the hosing instability, take effect. It is therefore desirable to check that the ZVP mechanism can still be observed in a system more vulnerable to instability.

The simulations described later were carried out using OSIRIS, a fully relativistic PIC code, in 2D\textsuperscript{33} (i.e., two dimensional spatially but three dimensional in terms of velocity and field space). The grid for the simulation was set to be a square of side length $250k_0^{-1}$, where $k_0$ is the wavenumber of the incident laser pulse with 64 cells per $k_0^{-1}$ in the $x$-direction and 32 cells per $k_0^{-1}$ in the $y$-direction. This was sufficient to resolve the high momentum features in the electron profiles in Sec. VA, but the simulations at a higher resolution of 250 cells per $k_0^{-1}$ in each direction were performed to resolve the coherently generated x-rays described in Sec. VD.

The plasma targets were simulated using the 16 electron macro-particles and 4 ion macro-particles per cell with the mass-to-charge ratio of the ions being set at 3660 times larger than that of the electrons. The targets were modelled as parabolic plasma mirrors\textsuperscript{34,35} with a radius of curvature of $500k_0^{-1}$. This target shape was chosen as it was found that the x-rays generated from a rectangular target were significantly more divergent making the intensity spectrum of the generated radiation more difficult to extract. The front of the target (as can be seen in Fig. 2) was characterised with an exponentially decaying profile in the radial direction of the mirror, with a scale length of 0.4$k_0^{-1}$. This was done to ensure the efficient generation of coherent x-rays from the targets while maintaining a sharp density gradient.\textsuperscript{36–38} The density of the main body of the plasma mirror was varied from $n_e = 25n_c$ to $n_e = 100n_c$.

The laser pulse was simulated as a p-polarised Gaussian pulse to ensure that the momenta in the direction of the polarisation could be faithfully extracted. The pulse duration was set to $160\omega_0^{-1}$, where $\omega_0$ is the frequency of the pulse, which was focused down to a spot diameter of $12\pi k_0^{-1}$. The normalised vector potential of the pulse was varied from $a_0 = 5$ to $a_0 = 100$ over the course of the simulations and included one run where a circularly polarised pulse was used to investigate the case of a vector potential that never passes through zero.

A. High-momentum spikes

To qualitatively provide evidence of the existence of the ZVP mechanism, the laser pulse was set incident on the plasma in the $\hat{x}$-direction and the phase-space plots

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig2.png}
\caption{Typical initial target profile, in this case with the bulk of the plasma mirror being characterised by $n_e/n_c = 100$.}
\end{figure}
displaying the electron charge distribution on a $p_x - x$ phase diagram were extracted from the results.

Figure 3 shows such a phase diagram with the two insets displaying first the vector potential, $A_x$, overlaid on the phase space in frames separated by approximately 1/5th of a wave cycle in time where in each case the vector potential has been calculated by taking the current density outputs, $\vec{J}$ of the simulation and integrating them as in Eq. (1) to yield $A_x$. It can be seen from the first inset (corresponding to the same time frame as the bulk of the figure) that the location of the emergence of the high momentum spikes coincides with the position at which the vector potential passes through zero. In the second inset—corresponding to a later time—it is evident that the momentum spikes have moved along with the pulse. This provides the first evidence, albeit qualitative, that the ZVP mechanism is at work in this regime.

A further check to ensure that the high-momentum spikes can genuinely be attributed to the ZVP mechanism is to verify that the high longitudinal momenta of the electrons are only observed for pulses where the vector potential passes through zero. This was done by conducting the same test as previously described but instead using a pulse with circular polarisation as opposed to linear. The resulting $p_x - x$ phase space is shown in Fig. 4. Not only are the highest longitudinal momenta much lower for the circularly polarised case, it is also immediately obvious that—as expected—the lack of zeroes in the vector potential has removed the high momentum bunches, which penetrate the plasma in the linearly polarised case.

**FIG. 3.** $p_x - x$ phase space plot for the case of $\omega_0 = 30$, $n_e = 50n_0$ with the transverse vector potential of the system overlaid in insets (a) and (b) showing the onset of the co-propagating electron bunches that are characteristic of the ZVP mechanism with the time step in (a) being a zoom of the main figure and taking place 1/5th of a wave cycle before the time step in (b).

**FIG. 4.** $p_x - x$ phase space plot for the case of a circularly polarised pulse. Clearly, there are no high longitudinal momenta spikes.

**FIG. 5.** $p_x - x$ (a) and $p_y - x$ (b) phase spaces for an obliquely incident pulse. The high momentum bunches are seen to be propagating in the direction of the incident laser pulse and with no discernible high momentum electrons transverse to the beam.
B. Oblique incidence

To investigate the extent to which the oblique incidence affects the launching of the fast electrons into the plasma, the target was rotated such that there was an angle of $\theta = 30^\circ$ between the normal of the plasma’s ablating surface and the laser pulse propagating in the $\hat{x}$-direction. $p_x - x$ and $p_y - x$ phase spaces were then extracted, as seen in Fig. 5. It is clear that despite the re-orientation of the target, the high momentum bunches are still co-propagating with the pulse along the $\hat{x}$ direction with no identifiable high momentum features in the direction transverse to the beam. This validates the prediction of the ZVP theory that the electron bunches are launched into the plasma longitudinally with respect to the pulse and independent of the relative orientation between the plasma and the incident beam.

C. Scaling relations

To check the validity of Eqs. (23) and (24) the kinetic energy of the electrons in the high momentum spikes (as shown in Fig. 3) was extracted at the same time-step for several simulations. These simulations were divided into two sets. The first set varied the plasma density for a constant value of $a_0 = 30$, whilst the second varied $a_0$ for a constant value of $n_e = 50 n_c$.

Figure 6 shows that the inverse linear dependence of the fast electron kinetic energy with $n_e$ is in a very good agreement with Eq. (23). The simulations extract a dependence of energy on the density of $T \sim n_e^{-1.11 \pm 0.04}$, matching closely with the predicted dependence of $T \sim n_e^{-1}$ in Eq. (23). Similarly, Fig. 7 shows a dependence of the electron kinetic energy on the vector potential; in these simulations, a power

FIG. 6. Log-log plot of the $1/n_e$ dependence of the fast electron energy. Plotted points indicate energies extracted from 2D PIC simulations for the case $a_0 = 30$ for a range of densities, with a fit to the points yielding a gradient of $1.11 \pm 0.04$.

FIG. 7. Log-log plot of the $a_0^2$ dependence of the fast electron energy (fast meaning electrons in the high-momentum bunches only). Plotted points indicate energies extracted from 2D PIC simulations for the case $n_e = 50 n_c$ for a range of normalised vector potential values, with a fit to the points yielding a gradient of $2.15 \pm 0.17$.

FIG. 8. (a) Intensity spectra of the coherent x-rays reflected from the simulation target in the linearly polarised case with the power law given in Eq. (15) fitted (blue), demonstrating that the radiation produced over ZVP absorption matches the expected HHG spectrum with individual harmonics easily seen at least to the 50th order. (b) A comparison of the coherent x-ray spectrum for the linearly polarised (black) and circularly polarised (red) cases with the power law fit (blue) all extended to the 300th harmonic. The lack of coherent fast bunches of electrons in the circularly polarised case reduces the intensity of the coherent x-rays by almost two orders of magnitude.
law of $T \sim \omega_{0}^{15.0 \pm 0.17}$ is retrieved, in excellent agreement with the exponent of 2 predicted in Eq. (23).

D. Coherent x-ray generation

The final prediction of the ZVP mechanism to be tested relates to its contribution to HHG. In these simulations, an electron density of $n_{e} = 50n_{c}$ and a laser intensity of $\omega_{0} = 30$ was used. The Fourier transform of the radiation reflected from the “plasma mirror”\textsuperscript{34,35} was taken, and the spectrum is shown in Fig. 8. The form of the spectrum is seen to agree well with the power law predicted in Eq. (15). In contrast, the spectrum obtained using a circularly polarised pulse is found to be orders of magnitude less intense than in the linearly polarised case. This further validates the prediction that the ZVP mechanism is a significant contributor to HHG.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have shown that the zero vector potential absorption mechanism posited by Baeva et al., and previously given only a one dimensional exposition, can be described perfectly well in three dimensions. It has also been shown that this absorption mechanism is constrained to the plane containing the directions of polarisation and propagation of the vector potential of the incident pulse. The effect of this absorption is to produce attosecond-scale coherent fast electron bunches and x-rays. Numerical simulations in two dimensions faithfully reproduced the key predictions of the theory and agreed well with the physically motivated scaling relations derived in Sec. IV. The results of this work give further support to the ZVP concept through both qualitative and quantitative validation of its key predictions. In the future, we hope to investigate the potential applications of such short duration fast electron bunches and the coherent x-rays generated by them.
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